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Notes / Special Instructions:  This release and previous releases may 

include new feature work for FHIR. Although work was complete, the 

ability to send FHIR is not yet available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-2507 N/A Defect SUPPORT: One or more errors 
occurred 

A number of errors were identified by 

support which contained minimal 

information making it hard for the support 

teams to identify the root cause. These 

errors have now been investigated and 

now contain error log IDs on the relevant 

document which will allow the support 

teams to explore further into the root 

cause making it easier and more efficient 

to manage errored documents. 

D10-2607 N/A Change change workflow ID from EC to IP  A change was made to amend workflow 

ID from EC to IP when sending e-

discharge documents to MESH. 

D10-2748 N/A Defect DMC Connect Bot - Auto Errored 
DM7 documents being set to 
Update Hub Status 

When auto-erroring DM7 documents that 

have not been delivered after 5 days, the 

status of ‘errored’ is not being passed 

back to the EDT Hubs. This is because 

the EDT Hub product has no concept of 

‘Errored’ status. An amendment has been 

made so that this status is no longer 

attempted to be passed back to any 

Hubs. 

D10-2765 N/A Change FHIR - TOC Diagnosis description 
removal 

A change has been made to the FHIR 

TOC document creation. Diagnosis 

description is no longer a free text field as 

when selection a SNOMED code, this will 

contain the description needed. 

D10-2920 N/A Bug 114 Hotfix - Tif Conversion 
updating page layout 
unnecessarily for all text, html & 
word docs 

A fix was applied in a previous patch 

which resolved an issue with an RTF 

document. This fix didn’t restrict the 

change to RTF documents only resulting 

in TXT,HTML, DOC & DOCX formatting 

issues when passing through conversion. 

This has now been amended to RFT file 



formats only resolving the formatting 

issues for text, html and word documents. 

D10-2837 N/A Defect 114 Hotfix - AWS MySql - Slow 
query in connect bot 

Due to the change of databases, the new 

DB is handling DB queries differently 

which is affecting performance. A force 

index has been applied at code level to 

mitigate the current performance issue 

identified. 

 

 

 


